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Mrs J T VCIl Gruenewa1dt

Deparbnentof English, Further Trainingcampus
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To whatextent can the application of proce:furesderived fromlinguis-
tic theory l::eof relevance in the analysis of literary texts? '!his is
a controversial question - one that is the focus of muchscrutiny and
debate amongliterary critics and stylisticians.

Michael Halliday's (1971) inquiry into the language of William
Golding's novel 'Theinheritors exemplifiesthe potential that linguis-
tic theories have for elucidating the meaningof literary texts. His
inquiry has, however, evoked conflicting responses which can l::e
regarded as a manifestation of the divergingtrends in linguistics and
stylistics concerning not only the nature and location of linguistic
meaning,rot also the mannerin whicha literary text is interpreted.

'The term 'stylistics' denotes .'any analytical study of literature
which uses the conceptsand techniquesof modernlinguistics' (Fowler,
1973:238). 'The general aimof a stylistic analysis is to establish
the extent to which 'our experienceof a workis in part derived from
its verbal structure' (Traugott andPratt, 1980:20), or to gain in-
sight into howandwhya text meanswhat it does.

2. lHICH r..nmsrrC ~ ARE OF RELEVANCE rn 'lEE ANAIXSIS OF 'lHE

~ OF L:I'l'ffi1IRY TEXTS?

Amongthe linguistic theories that are of relevance in the analysis of
the language of literary texts are those that aimto account for the
manner in whichmeaningis conveyedthroughsyntactic structures. 'The
interdependence of fom and meaning,or the relation l::etweensyntax
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am semantics in the grarronar, is still a current cu;rl problematic issue

in linguistic theory. Muchattention has been given to this question

am various theories have been posite1 to explain the role am status

of the semantic COlTIpOnentin the grarronar.

How is meaning conveye::l.through syntactic: structures such as sentences

am clauses? sentence meaning is rrore than just the SlntI of the rnean-

i.n;Js of the lexical items containe::l. within the unit (Traugott am

Pratt, 1980:187). The core of sentence meaning is the proposition

which Irefers to entities in the world' acti.n;J or existi.n;J in a sped-

fie relation to one another (Fowler, 1986:69). The semantic nucleus

of the proposition is the predicate which signifies a state or an ac-

tion. The noun phrases associate1with the pre::licate in the sentence'

function in various participant roles such as Actor, Agent, Goal,

Instrument etc. In each case, the participant role is realize::l. by the

semantic function the nOunphrase performs with regard to the nature

of the proceSs expressed in the clause.

Theories which postulate an explanation for the way in which the prop-

ositional content of a sentence relates to entities, states, processes

am actions in the world, constitute a class knc:iYInas role theories or

theories of thematic relations1). Various linguists (e g Fillnore

1968;--Gruber_ 1976;__Jackendoff 1972; Halliday 1967, 1971, 1985) with

differi.n;J theoretical perspectives and stances, have posite1 theories

of thematic relations, aiJnin::Jto account for the relationship between

syntactic structure am seIrantic represent.ation.

According to Traugott am Pratt (1980:191), analysi..n? the relations

that obtain between -the participant roles and the pre::licates in sen-

tences can provide 'exciti.n;J ways of ac:x:ounti.n;Jfor aspects of world-

view created in literary works'. In a role structure analysis, the

sentence can be considere::l.to be a 'kin::i of miniature drama expressi.n;J

in language the draJTe that we perceive in the interaction of things

around us with each other and with ourselves' (ibid. 190).
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3 • HAI.LID7\Y' S 'IRANSIT.IVI'IY SYSTEH

Halliday IS version of role theory or thematic relations is his system

of transitivity ...mi.ch foms a corrponent of his functional theory of

language. His functional theory is based on the notion that language

has. evolved to =mnunicate humanneeds. A=rdingly, the functional

motivation for language is 'likely to be reflected somewherein the

internal organization of language itself' arrl 'should showup in some

way in an investigation of linguistic structure' (Halliday, 1971:332).

In tenns of Halliday Is functional granunar, the clause is the smallest

unit in ...mi.ch a speaker or a writer's choice fram various semantic

options2) can be observed. Transitivity represents that function of

the clause that expresses the ' reflective experiential aspect of mean-

ing' (Halliday, 1985:101). 'Ibis system specifies 'the different types

of processes that are recognized in the language, arrl the structures

by which they are expressed I. '!he concepts of process, participant arrl

circumstance3) are Isenantic categories ...mi.ch explain, in the most

general way, haw the phenomenaof the real world are represented in

linguistic structure' (ibid. 102).

'!he processes constitute a set of semantic options each asso::iate:J.

with a different participant role or set of participant roles, e;

PROCESSTYPE ASSOCIATEDPARI'ICIPANl'roLES

MATERIAL (doing)
. Agent,directed Goal .

non-directed . Actor

MENTAL (sensing, perceiving)
directed Actor (senser), Phenomenon
non-directed Actor (senser)

ASQUPITVE(attrihJting) carrier (attrililant)
AttrihJte

(Adapted from Halliday, 1985)
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3. 1 Halliday's iIquiry into the transitivity system of Gol.clin:J's llC7IIel.

'1lle :irneri tars

Halliday applies the principles of his transitivity system in his

analysis of the language of Golding's novel The inheritors with the

aim of validating his functional theory of language. In pursui.rq

his analysis, he (1971:339) hopes 'to demonstrate the connection

between the syntactic observations we makeabout a text aOOthe

nature of the inpact which that text has upon us'.

The inheritors concerns the encounter between two different groups

of prehistoric people aOO the conflict that ensues. I.ok aOOhis

small group of Nean:lerthal 'people' are too helpless to withstaIxi

the rrore evolve:i aOO COlliJE'tent'tribe'. Eventually the 'people'

are overcome aOO destroye:i by th,e 'tribe'. Halliday (1971:350)

interprets one of the themes of the novel as being 'the inherent

limi.tations of understanding, whet:her cultural or biological, of

Lok aOO his people, aOOtheir conse~ent inability to survive when

confronted with beings at a higher stage of development' •

On the basis of his analysis of th.:! transitivity system of the

clauses of the novel, Halliday fin:l.s that the distriJ:ution of the

various process types an::l their assOciated participant roles is

such that they fall into two groups. COnsequently, he distinguishes

two different narrative styles in the novel which he terms language

A (pp 1-215), that characterizing the world of the 'people', an::l

language C (pp 223-233), that characterizing the world of the

'tribe'.

Halliday selects three passages fram the novel to illustrate aOO

exemplify his role structure findings:

* Passage A (pp 106-107) he regards as being representative of

LanguageA (the narrative of the 'people').
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FRB;2UENCIESOF TAANSITIVI'IYCIAUSETYPES

ACTION III

Process: intran- transi- III
1_0

sitive u c r:~
tive 0 0 ::: :::,5 •.. ...• ,,"0

.:..l .:..l C. ..:.J 0>c ...• :> ~C>:: o or. - .0C>
~ •••• III ...• ... .E ... •.. '"0 ~ ~ ..:.JI:> ..:.J •.. C ::
:> ro III C .:..> "::0> :; :; U III ..:.J :.J ...••0 0 00 I:>

'" 0.:..>E 0 E :) -0- E

Passage A
human [peoPle 9 1 1 1 12 24

tribe 2 1 1 4
part of b:x3y 2 1 3 2 8
inanimate 4 1 12 3 20

17 3 1 14 16 5 56

Passage B(i)
human (peoPle 4 1 3* 2 1 11

tribe 5 1 1 2 9
part of b:x3y
inanimate 13 1 2 5 2 23

22 1 4 4 9 1 2 43

Passage B(ii)
human [peoPle 13 2 1 2 4 22

tribe
part of b:x3y 3 1 2 6
inaniJrate 3 1 1 2 4 6 2 19

19 3 2 2 7 .. .. 4 ... 8 .. 2 47

Passage C
human [peoPle 1 1 2 4 8

tribe 3 2 5 11 3 11 3 2 40
part of b:x3y 2 1 5 8
inanimate 2 1 3 4 1 11

8 4 6 13 6 15 12 3 67

*including two passives, which are also negative am in which the ac-
tor is not explicit: 'The tree would not be cajoled or persuaded.

(Halliday 1971)
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* Passage B (pp 215-217) consists of two paragraphs. It marks the

transition between the two narratives and conveys the shift in

world-view from that of the 'peopl'e' to that of the 'tribe'.

* Passage C (pp 228-229) represents LanguageC and exemplifies the

narrative of the 'tribe'.

In his selection of these three passages, Halliday is guide:i by his

otGervation of a prominence, or foregroun:ling, of patterns of in-

transitivity in LanguageA. '!his, he clailns, conveys the defamil-

iarize:i world-view of the 'people' arrl correlates with the thematic

st:n1cture of the novel. Halliday associates this prominence of in-

transitivity in the language of the narrative of the 'people' with

the Prague SChool notion of foregroun:ling (Leech and Short, 1981:

48), namely that patterns of prorni.nence,whether of deviance or

regularity, are artistically motivated. They int:n1de upon the

reader's awareness and invite interpretation.

The transitivity structure of Passage A

Passage A deals with the first encounter between Lok, one of the

'people', and a memberof the 'tribe'.

Halliday identifies 56 clauses in this passage, of which only 4

are transitive, i e contain processes of directed action. Of

these 4 transitive clauses, there is only 1 in which an animate

being :f1,lnctions in the role of .Agentaffecting an external ob-
ject, e q

the man was holding

(animate) Process:
Agent directed

action

~ ....

-"=-J
It is significant that in Passage A, which represents the narra-

tive of the 'people', the only hUI1I3IlAgent should be c: memberof
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the 'tribe' . Halliday regards this as evidence for his asser-

tion that the role structures in this passage convey the limited

ability of 10k and his 'people' to understand and manipulate

their environment, in contrast to the superior ccmpetence of the

'tribe'.

Another instance of the prominence of intransitivity in this

passage is apparent in the clauses describi.n;J the way in which

10k becomes aware of the tribesman drawi.n;Jhis row and shooti.n;J

an arrCM at hiln. The shooti.n;J of an arrCMwould nonnally be

perceived (and encoded in language) as a Goal-directed process

or action perfonned by a humanAgent. HCMever,in the semantic

structure of the narrative of 10k's world, this action is

expressed as an intransitive self-caused process perfonned by an

i.nanimate subject functioni.n;J in the role of Actor, e g

The stick began to grCM shorter at both ends.

Actor Process: l-'.anner I.o::::ation:
non-directed spatial

action (static)

it shot out to full length again.

Actor Process: -- -- Direction Tenporal
non-directed non-terminal adjunct

action

Then

The davmplayi.n;Jof transitivity in this utterance, conveys Lok's

defamiliarized world-view. Because he is incapable of function-

ing in the roie of Agent in his environment, he is unable to

attrihlte Agency to other humans. In Lok's world, i.naniIna1;eob-

jects have as much aniJnacy and volition as do humans. He is

also unable to perceive himself as the Goal of this action.

There is further evidence in the clauses of Passage A that the

theme of the 'people's frustration of the struggle with their

environment' is 'embodied. in the syntax' (Halliday, 1971:354).
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'!his can be observe:i in the iJ;,transitive clauses that contain

potentially transitive verbs. Instead of being associate:l with

a direct object or a Goal, these, processes are folla..>e:i by pre-

positional phrases or cirCLImStantial adjuncts, e 9

~ ...

o
grabbe:i at: the branches

Process: Location
non-directe:i

action

The potentially causative function of the verb 'grab' is da..>n-

playe:i in this utterance because it is not associate:l with a

Goal. '!his intransitive use of a normally transitive verb

'creates an atIrosphere of ineffectual activity' with regard to

the actions of the Neanderthal 'pe",ple' (Halliday, 1971:350).

In the 56 clauses in Passage A, half of the noun phrases func-

tioninq as subjects do not denote people - they denote either

i.nani.mateobjects or parts of the body, e 9

His nose exami.ne:i. this stuf

Actor Process: Perceive:
mental phe.nornenc

(his nose) did not like it.

Actor Process: Pe.rceive:i
mental phe!l"lOlllE!IlOn

Clauses in which the Actor associated with a process of mental

perception is a part of the J:x:dyand not an anilnate being are

further support for the claim that there ~s a correlation be-

tween the role structures and the themes of the novel. Halliday

interprets this deviance as a re!flection of the li:mite:l ability

of the '!,€",ple' to perceive and understand their world.
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The clauses of Passage A can be said to be characterized by a

lack of processes of directed action associate::l with human

Agents. IThe entire transi ti vi ty structure of language A can be

Slm1l'llE!d up by saying that there is no cause and effect' (Halliday

1971:353). In the world of the 'people' there is 'no effective

relation between persons and objects: people do not bring al:out

events in which anything other than they thernselves or parts of

their lxxlies, are iJrplicate::l' (ibid. 354).

The transitivity structure of Passage B

Of the 43 clauses in the first paragraph of Passage B, only 4

are transitive with humanAgents. I.ok functions in the role of

Agent in only one of th~ clauses, e g

~ ...

o
picked up Tanakil

Process: Goal
directed
action

Halliday (1971:356) interprets this rare ir.stance of I.ok's Agency

as being an ironic highlighting of the theme of the helplessness

of the 'people' as 'of all the positive actions on his environ-

ment that Lokmight have taken, the one he does take is the ut-

terly iJrprobable one of the capture of a girl of the tribe'. It

is this rare act of Agencyin which I.ok affects something or

someone in his external environment that incites the wrath of

the 'tribe' and finally provokes them to destroy h.bnand Fa.

In 2 of the 4 transitive 'clauses in this paragraph, the noun

phrases denoting membersof the 'tribe' function in the role of
Agent, e g
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He (the 'Oldman) threw something at Fa.

Agent Process: Goal Directien:
directed terminal
actien motien

~ ....

~

Hunters were helding the he)

Agent Process: C
directed
actien

According to Halliday, the rele structures 'Of this paragraph

underline the theme 'Of the 'pe'Ople's' weakness in c:::anparison

with the 'tribe's' superier adaptation.

In the second paragraph 'OfPassage B, there are 47 clauses. In

'Only 'One'Of these does Lok function in the rele 'OfAgent, e g

It put up a han:i

Agent Process: Goal
directed
acti'On

scra1:chej un:3.erits dunless ID::>uth.

Proa~: Locatien : spatial
non- (static)

directed
actien

'!his act 'OfAgency is, however, refleY.ive. I.ok does not affect

anything 'Or anyene ether than hilru;elf. '!he syntax 'Of this utter-

ance iJnplies that '!.ok remains J?cTwerless,master 'Of nothing b..lt

his own J:x::dy' (Halliday, 1971:356), unable to affect anything

external to himself.

3.1.3 '!he transitivity structure 'OfPas:;;ageC

In Passage C, which characterizes the narrative 'Of the 'tribe',

there is a more even distri.b.ltien 'Of transitive and intransitive

clauses. '!he syntax 'Of this narrative reflects a werld that 'is

'Organized as ours is; 'Or at l,east in a waY that we can rec:o;-
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nize' (Halliday, 1971:356). In the 19 transitive clauses of this

passage, the noun phrases functioning in the role of Agent all

denote anilnate beings, e g

~o
... if she

kissed her

Process: Goal
directed
action

had saved her baby

Agent Process: Goal
directed
action

Youand he

Agent

gave

Process:
directed
action

mychild to the devils '" .

Goal

'!he role structures of this passage are such that they convey a

world-vie-w in vmic.'l hUl7aTlSare able to understan:l and affect

their environment. '!he processes no longer denote non-directed

ineffectual Irovements but actions that affect other people or

external objects.

In the syntax of the narrative of the 'tribe', parts of the lxx1y

no longer function in the role of Actor a..ss=iated with a mental.
process. Instead, parts of the lxx1yfunction in the role of

Attribuant with AttribJtes ascribed to them, e q

his teeth

subject
Attribuant

were

Process:
ascription

wolf Is teeth

AttribJte
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A=rding to Halliday, this is an indication that the 'tribe' are

able to form an awareness of the wholeman, to relate and compare

his features to those of other entiti.es in their world. There is

no longer (as is the case in the .Iorld-view of the 'people') a

'reluctance to envisage the ''Y.tloleman" (as distinct from a part

of his J:x:xly) participating in a process in which other entities

are involved' (Halliday, 1971:352).

The world-view of the 'tribe' is one in which humanAgencyand

the relation between cause and effect is understood. In the nar-

rative of the 'tribe' therefore, expE!rienceis encoded in transi-

tive structures with human Agents. Although the 'tribe' are

superior to the 'people', they arE~nevertheless able to credit

the 'people' with the potential for l\gency, e 9

they have given me back a changed 'I\lallIi. i

Agent Process: Recipient Process Goal
directed
action

They cannot follaw us

Agent Process: Goal
directed action

These examples illustrate that 'thl~ tribe's demarxifor ~lana-

tions of things, born of their OIolll more advanced state, leads

them, while still fearfully insisting on the people's weakness

in action, to .ascribe to them supernatural powers' (Halliday,

1971:357).

3.2 Halliday's role st:ructure claims

In The inheritors, LanguageA, the na:rrative of the' 'people', con-

stitutes the major part of the novel, namely 215 pages. language

C, conveying the narrative of the 'tribe' corrprises only the last
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10 pages of the novel (pp 223-233). Themajority of the events in

. the novel are therefore presente:l through the deviant transitivity

patterns characteristic of LanguageA.

Halliday (1971:359) clailns a=rdingly that the functional moti-

vation for linguistic structure is exe!lI'lified in the language of

The inheritors:

'The therre of the entire novel, in a sense, is transitiv-
ity: man's interpretation of his experience of the world,
his understanding of its processes and his orwnparticipa-
tion in them. This is the motivation for Golding's syn-
tactic originality; it is because of this that the syntax
is effective as a modeof meaning.'

The conflicting responses evoke:iby Halliday's irquiry are a reflection

of the cu=ent controversy within the discipline of stylistics, narrely

the dispute between the 'objective' and the 'affective' stylisticians

(Taylor and Toolan, 1984:58).

Fowler (1986:150-151) refers to Halliday's irquiry as a 'pioneering

article'. He (1985:70) maintains that in recent years Halliday's

tra.nSitivity system has becomeof increasing interest to students of

literary stylistics as 'different choices of transitivity structures

in clauses will add up to different world-views, perceptibly different

presentations of the world of fiction'. Traugott and Pratt (1980:219)

describe Halliday's irquiry as 'one of the most interesting studies of

literature from the point of view of role structure analysis'. Leech

and Short (1981:32) .find the analysis 'revealing in the waythat it

relates precise linguistic observation to literary effect'.

These positive appraisals are based on the assumption that meaningis

inherent in the language of the text aid that it can be retrieve:i

through an objective study of the linguistic features of that text.
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stanley Fish (1973), on the other hand, commentsonHalliday's :inquiIy
in mostlynegativeterms. '!he twomajorpoints of criticism he ma}~es
of HallidayIs i.n:IullYare: firstly, that the reasoningonwhichhis
transitivity system is based is circular, and secondly, that the
claims and inferences he derives on the basis of his application of
this system are arbitrary. Fish (1973:125) states that 'whena text
is :run through Halliday's machine,its parts are first disassembled,
then labelled, and finally recombine:iinto their original fOI1ll'. In
his view, this is a circular procedurerequiring a great manyoper-
ations yet in the endachievingno gain in understanding. Withregard
to arbitrariness, he (1973:350) claims that Halliday is 'determinedto
confer a value on the fOI1llaldistinctions his machinereads out'.

Fish (1973:129) concedesthat Halliday's i.n:IullYis not entirely with-
out meaning,rot insists that 'the ~lanation for that meaningis not
the capacity for a syntax to ~ress it, rot the ability of a reader
to confer it'. It is in this statementthat the crux of Fish's
reb..lttal, not only of Halliday's i.rquiry, rot also of the methcdsof
stylisticians in general, can be observed.

Fish's rejection of stylistics mustbe seenagainst the backgroundof
his notion of the nature of linguistic meaningandthe role of lin,,""Uis-
tic structure in semanticinterpretation. In his view, meaningexists
solely as an act of interpretation. Meaningis not locate:iwithin the
structures of a text rot in the ~ience of the reader. He (1970:
123-124) regardsmeaningas being an 'event', somethingthat 'happens'
through the activities of a reader. It is the reader whohas the sole
authority in constructing a meaningfor a text. In these teI1lIs,the
foregrounde:istructures Halliday observesin the languageof '!he in-
heritors do not 'possess' meaning,they 'acquire' meaningthroughthe
reader's activities (Fish, 1973:143).

Fish (1973 : 144) calls for a newstylistics, whathe teI1lIsan affective
stylistics, in whichthe 'focus of attention is shifte:i fromthe spa-
tial context of a pageand its observableregularities to the te1tp:)ral
context of a min:iand its ~iences'.
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Is Fish's negative appraisal of Halliday's irqui.ry fair? To what
extent is Fish's notion of li.n:jui.sticmeaning=rnpatible with that of
standard li.n:jui.stic theories subscribedto by stylisticians? Seeki..rq
answers to these questions illustrates the relevanceof invoJd.n;Jcon-
cepts derived fromlinguistic theory.

In linguistic theory, the difference l::etweenmeaningand interpretation
is characterized as the distinction l::etweensentenceandutterance
meaning (Lyons, 1981:140). Asentenceis a theoretical construct of
linguistics. Its meaningis depen1enton the meaningof its consti-
tuent lexemesas well as on its graIlUTI3ticalstructure. 'Ihemeaningof
an utterance, however, is depen::1ent,not only on the meaningof its
lexical units and its syntactic structure, l:ut also on additional
information derived fromits context and the hearer or reader's world
of experience. It is the extrali.n:jui.sticinformationthat enables a
hearer or a reader to interpret an utterance or to construct a meaning
for it. Whereasa sentencehas a theoretical meaning,an utterance has
a pragmaticor =nmuni.cativefunction.

Fish, in rejectin; the notion that grammaticalconstructions corNey
meaning, and in acknc1wledgin;only the pragmaticeffect of such con-
structions, is operat~ with a narrow,or limited, notion of whatcon-
stitutes linguistic meaning.__His criticism of Halliday's inquiJ:yis
therefore neither fair nor valid.

It is, however, theoretical disputes suchas this l::etweenobjective
and affective stylisticians that Irarknewand i.np:>rtantissues in the
discipline that require further investigation. 'Iher~ is a need for
stylistics to. provide a systematic a=unt of the reciprocal
relationship l::etweenthe verbal structure of a text and a readerIs
response to it, or the mannerin whichsyntactic structures not only
enccx:lemeaningrot also prOllptinterpretive activities in a reader.
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5. aNCUlSION

Is the application of liJBuistic theory in the analysis of a literary

text merely a futile dismantling of a 'bext, or is it a fruitful exer-

cise promoting a deeper insight into the meaningof the text?

Compiling an inventory of instances of linguistic prominence in a text

is, on its own, not an auta.natic discovery procedure from which a mean-

ing can be read off. 'Theinstances of prominenceneed to be motivated,

a=rding to the principles of foregrounding, as being of relevance to

other aspects that contrihlte to the artistic whole, such as the them-

atic meaning or the structuring of experience presented in the text.

The meaning of a text is a rnulti-d.iJnensional affair - manyaspects con-

trihlte to its effect. Its verbal structure is rot one of manyperspec-

tives that need to be considered whenassessing its total meaning. So,

too, does the reader's =opetence and experience constitute only a

part of the total meaningof the text.

However, because linguistic theory is systerratic and comprehensive, it

is able to provide a descriptive apparatus which exten::1sto many

levels and aspects of lan;3Uagestructure: and function, such as the syn-

tactic, the semantic, the phonological and the pragmatic. lately, it

has expanded its scope to provide ways of investigating the cohesive

resources of language that operate at a level beyol):ithat of the

sentence, namely the structure and organization of discourse.

As Halliday's irquiry sho:,.,'S,recours;e to an appropriate, linguistic

model can be of valu~ in clarifying or supporting ani:hi.tial intuitive

assessment of a text, as well as in promoting insight into. the way in

which linguistic fonn and artistic function are related.
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1) The term 'thematic relations' is derive:! fonn the centrality of the
Theme in Gruber's (1976:38) system of semantic relations in a sen-
tence. TheThemeis the entity affected by the verb in the sentence;
it is the entity that urrlergoes the changeof movementor state in the
sentence.

2) Halliday (1985:158) describes the clause as being 'a composite affair,
a combination of three different structures, deriving from distinct
fW'lCtional conponents'• The three structures whichhe posits as cam-
bining to fonn the clause are transitivity, themearxi IlOCld. '!heme
structures are those that express 'the organization of the message'.
Mcx::x:1 structures are those that express I interactional rneanin;J'.

3) Halliday (1985:102) refers to the ci.rCl.nnstantialelements as being
'optionally' a part of the clause. Themain function of these elements
is to convey the spatial or tenp:>ral location, as well as the manner
or cause, of the process.
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